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Abstract
Let D be a subset of the set P of prime numbers not containing any twin primes. Kemnitz and
Kolberg raised the following question. For any given natural number n, are there only 3nitely
many such minimal sets D, of the size n, such that the induced prime distance graph has chro-
matic number 4? In this paper, a conditional answer to this question based on a well-known con-
jecture from the prime number theory is given. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation
The graphs considered in this paper are simple and undirected.
By a vertex k-coloring of a graph G we mean a mapping c :V (G)→ {0; 1; : : : ; k−1}.
c is called a proper k-coloring if the adjacent vertices are colored diAerently. The
chromatic number 
(G) of a graph G is the smallest k such that G has a proper
vertex k-coloring.
Consider R2 with the euclidean distance metric d. Let G=G(R2; {1}) denote the
in3nite graph with vertex set R2, where vertices v1; v2 are adjacent if and only if
d(v1; v2)= 1. A 3nite graph is called a unit distance graph if it is isomorphic to a
3nite induced subgraph of G(R2; {1}). What is the chromatic number, 
(G(R2; {1}))
of G(R2; {1})? This problem was 3rst thought of in 1950 by Nelson, who noted that

(G(R2; {1}))¿ 4. In the same year Isbell noted that 
(G(R2; {1}))6 7. It was pub-
lished for the 3rst time by Gardner [11] in 1960. Later it was noticed by several
mathematicians including Klee and Hadwiger. Erdo˝s [10] mentioned this problem as
one of his favorites. A comprehensive survey was presented by Chilkamari [7]. To
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compute the chromatic number of an in3nite graph G (as G(R2; {1})), it is enough
to consider the chromatic numbers of 3nite subgraphs of G. This was proved by de
Bruijn and Erdo˝s [6]. They showed that if k is the largest chromatic number of a
3nite subgraph of an in3nite graph G, then 
(G)= k. Motivated by this plane coloring
problem Eggleton et al. [8,9] made the following generalization. Suppose that S is a
subset of a metric space M with metric d, and D is a set of positive real numbers.
The distance graph G=G(S; D) with distance set D is the graph with vertex set S
and edge set {xy: d(x; y)∈D}. The objective is to determine the chromatic number
of G(S; D) and the same was computed in [8], when D is (1) a closed interval, (2)
an open interval, (3) the union of in3nitely many closed intervals, (4) a 3nite set
of distances, (5) prime distances, etc. For distance graphs on the real line R or the
integer set Z , the problem of 3nding the chromatic numbers of G(R;D) or G(Z; D) for
diAerent sets D has been studied extensively [16,17,3,5]. To prove that a distance graph
G=G(R;D) is n-colorable, the following methods viz., (1) periodic coloring method,
(2) regular coloring method and (3) pattern periodic coloring method are known. For
more on these methods the readers are referred to [8,9,3,5,19]. Distance graphs are also
related to the channel assignment problem (or the T -coloring problem) and problems
in number theory. The readers are referred to [1,2,4] for discussion of the relations
among these problems.
2. Some general observations
The problem of determining the chromatic numbers of distance graphs on the integers
has received much attention. The cases that |D|=1 or 2 are easy. The case that |D|=3
is very complicated and has been completely settled only very recently [19]. The case
that D is a subset of primes were discussed in [8,9,16] and the problem is still open,
although the case that D consists of four primes is solved by Voigt and Walther [16].
Further for general distance sets D, it seems very diMcult to determine the chromatic
numbers of the distance graphs G(Z; D).
Suppose that the distance set D of a distance graph G(R;D) is 3nite, say, Dm=
{d1; : : : ; dm} where 0¡d1¡ · · ·¡dm and di for 16 i6m is a positive integer. Let
d be the greatest common divisor of the elements of the set {d1; : : : ; dm}. Then each
real number in the interval [0; d) belongs to a diAerent component of G(R; {d1; : : : ; dm})
and clearly each component includes such a real number. Further all components of
G(R; {d1; : : : ; dm}) are the translates of the component containing 0. Therefore, if the
distance set D is any subset of the set of positive integers, then it is natural to use
G(Z; D) to denote the integer distance graph. Also, if D ⊆ P, the set of all primes,
then we call it a prime distance graph.
Let P∗= {2; 3} ∪ {n: n 
=1; (n; 6)=1}. Consider the graph G=G(Z; T ), where no
member of T is a multiple of t for some t ∈Z+. Assign to each integer x, a color
i, 06 i6 t − 1, precisely when ≡ i (mod t). Then it follows that 
(G(Z; T ))6 t (∗).
So, if T =P∗, then t=4 in (∗) implies that 
(G(Z; P∗))6 4. Further note that when
D1 ⊆ D2, then G(Z; D1) ⊆ G(Z; D2) and 
(G(Z; D1))6 
(G(Z; D2)). Therefore, to
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realize the necessity of four colors to color the vertices of G(Z; P∗) it is enough to
show that the chromatic number of the subgraph induced by some subset of P∗ is 4.
We also incidentally prove later in the paper that the chromatic number of the subgraph
induced by the set = {2; 3; 5} is 4 and so 
(G(Z; P∗))= 4.
Moreover, as {2; 3; 5} ⊆ P ⊆ P∗ it is easy to see that the chromatic number of
G(Z; P) is also equal to 4. This observation enables one to classify the subsets ⊆ P
as a member of class i if and only if 
(G(Z; D))= i for 16 i6 4. It is obvious that
the empty set is the only member of class 1. Equally notable is the fact that the graph
induced by a non-empty distance set requires at least two colors. So, it can be claimed
that if D= {2} then it is in class 2. The claim follows by eAecting the bipartition of
Z into A ∪ B in such a way that A= {x: x ≡ 1 or 2 (mod 4)} and B=Ac. Similarly,
for 2 
∈ D, D is in class 2, if D is either a set of odd primes (or more generally a set
of odd positive integers) or an one element set. This is because no element of D is a
multiple of 2 and hence the class 2 sets are completely characterized.
Consider the following remarks made in [13,16]. (i) If D is a set consisting of two
or more elements and if 2∈D then D is in class 3 or class 4. Furthermore, if 3 
∈ D
then it is in class 3. In view of these remarks it follows that if D= {2; 3} then we need
at least 3 colors. The following tripartition of Z implies that D is in class 3. That is,
color a vertex x of the form 3r+ i for 06 i6 2 with the color (r− i) (mod 3). (ii) If
D= {2; 3; p} for any prime p¿ 5, then D is in class 3. (iii) The set D= {2; 3; 5} is the
only 3-element set in class 4. Note at this point that all subsets D ⊆ P of cardinality 3
are completely characterized. (iv) A subset D of cardinality 4 is in class 4 if and only
if (a) {2; 3; 5} ⊆ D, (b) D= {2; 3; p; p+ 2} and (c) D= {2; 3; p; q}; p¿ 7; q¿p+ 2
and (p; q)∈{(11; 19); (11; 23); (11; 37); (11; 41); (17; 29); (23; 31); (23; 41); (29; 37)}.
Motivated by these results, Kemnitz and Kolberg [13] raised the following question.
First a De3nition is given.
Denition 2.1. A set D is called a minimal set if the chromatic number of the distance
graph induced by any proper subset of D is strictly less than the chromatic number of
the distance graph induced by D.
Problem. Is there, for every 3xed cardinality, only a 3nite collection of minimal sets
D ⊆ P of the given size, for which D is without twin primes and 
(G(Z; D))= 4?
In this paper, this question is answered in negative for |D|=5 based on the following
well-known conjecture due to Schinzel from the prime number theory. It is taken from
[12, pp. 1,2] and a more comprehensible formulation of the conjecture is found in [14,
p. 312], [15].
Schinzel’s conjecture. Let Fi; 16 i6 h denote distinct irreducible polynomials in Z[X ]
with positive leading coe4cients and suppose that the product polynomial F =
∏
16i6h
Fi has no 5xed prime divisor. Then there exists in5nitely many integers n such that
each Fi(n) (i=1; : : : ; h) is a prime.
It is assumed for the main result that Schinzel’s conjecture is true.
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3. Main result
Theorem 3.1. If Schinzel’s conjecture is true; then there are in5nitely many minimal
class 4 sets without twin primes of cardinality 5.
Proof. The proof is divided into the following facts.
Fact 1. If {2; 3} ⊆ D and 
(G(Z; D))= 3; then any proper 3-coloring of G=G(Z; D)
either takes three di9erent values on some set of three consecutive integers or else
has period 6.
Reason. Suppose that in a proper 3-coloring c of G, no three consecutive integers
receive distinct colors. Then we can 3nd some a such that c(a) 
= c(a+ 1). Clearly, it
suMces to show that the color of an integer x is the same as the color of a+ i, where
x ≡ a+ i (mod 6); 06 i6 5. As {2; 3} ⊆ D we derive that c(a+2)= c(a+1) and the
colors on a; a+1; a+3 all distinct. Repeat the argument with a replaced by a+2 and
later a+ 2 replaced by a+ 4 to show that c has period 6.
Fact 2. Let D ⊆ P∗ and 
(G(Z; D))= 3. Suppose that a proper 3-coloring of G=
G(Z; D) does not take three di9erent values on some set of three consecutive integers.
Then |D|=2 and D= {2; 3}.
Reason. Suppose that c is a proper 3-coloring with c(0)= c(1) and c(i) is then de-
termined for every i. Let n¿ 3 with n and 6 being relatively prime. Then n ≡ +1 or
−1 (mod 6). If n ≡ +1 (mod 6) then by Fact 1, c(n)= c(1)= c(0). This implies that
n 
∈ D. Similarly, if n ≡ −1 (mod 6) then c(n + 1)= c(0)= c(1). Again this implies
that n 
∈ D. That is, D ⊆ {2; 3}. But as 
(G(Z; D))= 3 we have {2; 3} ⊆ D. Therefore
|D|=2 and D= {2; 3}.
Fact 3. Suppose that D= {2; 3; 5} ⊆ P∗. Then 
(G(Z; D))= 4.
Reason. It follows from Fact 2 that 
(G(Z; D))¿ 3. If c is a proper 3-coloring, then
it can be assumed without loss of generality by Fact 1 that c(0)= 0; c(1)= 1; c(2)= 2.
Then it can be easily checked that c(3)= c(2); c(4)= c(0) and c(5)= c(1). Now as the
vertex 6 cannot have the color of c(1); c(3) and c(4) we conclude that such a coloring
c does not exist.
Fact 4. Let Dq= {2; 3; q; q+ 8; 2q+ 13}. Then Dq is a class 4 set.
Reason. Assume that 
(G(Z; Dq))6 3. Then in view of Facts 1 and 2 it follows
that there is an integer m such that c(m); c(m + 1) and c(m + 2) are all distinct.
Without loss of generality assume that m=0 and c(i)= i; 06 i6 2. The colorings on
3; 4; 6;−1;−2;−4 can be easily checked to be the following: c(3)= c(2); c(4)= c(0);
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c(6)= c(1); c(−1)= c(0); c(−2)= c(2); c(−4)= c(1). Now c(q + 6)= c(0) being dis-
tinct from c(6) and c(−2). Next c(q + 9) being distinct from c(q + 6) and c(1), is
necessarily c(2). Similarly, c(−(q + 4)) being distinct from c(−4) and c(4) is neces-
sarily c(2). Thus c(q+ 9)= c(−(q+ 4)), a contradiction, because 2q+ 13∈Dq.
Although Dq * P for all q, the positive assumption of Schinzel’s conjecture implies
that there are in3nitely many q’s such that Dq ⊆ P. Only such q’s are considered
for further discussion. As {2; 3; 11; 19} ⊆ Dq ⊆ P for q=11 and {2; 3; 11; 19}, P are
class 4 sets, it follows that Dq is also a class 4 set. Further from (c) of Remark (iv)
mentioned in Section 2 it is seen that Dq is a minimal class 4 set of cardinality 5
except for q=11; 23; 29. Hence it is concluded that there are in3nitely many minimal
class 4 sets without twin primes of cardinality 5.
Remark 3.2. Fact 1 is mentioned in [18] and Fact 3 in [9]. However, this was not
known previously. So I thank the referee for pointing out this and for several other
valuable comments for the improvement of the paper.
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